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SPECIFICATION
Size 11360mm L x 7500mm W x 4800mm H

Drum Storage Compound - DC160
The compound is built to accommodate 160 x 205ltr drums on 
pallets in 36 pallet locations with a modular design comprising 
of two double, twin compartments with push back loading 
and one twin two tier compartment arranged in a horseshoe 
configuration, with twin sliding front doors and a central roof. 
All the pallet locations are accessed internally and the entire 
structure is roofed to protect the contents from the elements. 
Constructed from modular units manufactured with 80 x 80mm 
RHS frame, with 3mm fully seam welded sumps, corrugated 
sides and back panel. The sumps are braced with additional 
profiled ribs and fitted with galvanised support channels. Full 
width plinths are fitted to the underside to eliminate contact 
with the ground. Each section is shot blasted before being 
painted and the underside of the sumps are given a coat of 
bitumen sealer.

NOTE: Grid mesh is available for the shelving in the unit as a 
chargeable option; please contact us for further information.

You will need to supply a sound level concrete base a minimum 
of 200mm thick to which the units will be bolted during 
construction 

The compound will be manufactured specifically to your 
requirements. We are therefore unable to accept any cancellation 
or return once the order has been accepted. Please double-
check all dimensions and suitability prior to ordering.

This unit will be delivered by an HGV, possibly articulated 
therefore please ensure that a vehicle of this type can access 
your premises before ordering and advise us accordingly. You 
will require an appropriate size/capacity fork lift truck to offload 
this item from the delivery vehicle. Our standard delivery doesn’t 
include any offloading.
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